List of Documents for Piro/Manso/Tiwa Indian Tribe of the Pueblo of San Juan de Guadalupe (PMT)
To Be Posted on OFA Website For Evaluation under 2015 Regulations

Bandalier, Adolph F.


Beckett, Patrick H. and Terry L. Corbett


Diamond, Rash, Boling, Leslie, Schwartz [compilers]
06/01/1970...... “Pueblo de la Ysleta del Sur, Chronology and Related Historical Material.” Original in PMT submission is in poor condition, either very faint ink or a mimeographed reproduction. PMT-PFD-V081-D0003.

Fernandez, Eugenio

Fewkes, J. Walter

Hurt, Wesley R., Jr.

Illegible Name
1803......“Padron del la Felegresia de este Pueblo [de] Nuestra Sra de Guadalupe”
[1803 Census of Nuestra Sra de Guadalupe], from Rio Grande Historical Collection Hobson-Huntsinger University Archives NM State University Library. PMT-PFD-V046-D0007.

Oppenheimer, Alan James
06/00/1957......An Ethnological Study of Tortugas, New Mexico, An Abstract of a Thesis presented to the Faculty of the Department of Anthropology, University of New Mexico. PMT-PFD-V068-D0006.

Piro/Manso/Tiwa Indian Tribe of the Pueblo of San Juan de Guadalupe (PMT, the Petitioner)
1993......Amended By-laws Tiwa Indian Tribe Pueblo of San Juan de Guadalupe, Tortugas, New Mexico. PMT-PFD-V044-D0002.

12/00/1996......Constitution of the Pueblo of San Juan de Guadalupe. PMT-PFD-V076-D0002

United States Senate

Unknown
1844......“List of Native Family Heads from the Districts of Chamisal and Barreal”


01/00/1844......“Lands/Lots Distributed to these Settlers,” [Typed transcription of unidentified original. Citation “DABend76.NDX” is on the first page]. PMT-PFD-V013-D0021.

circa 1890......“List of Men of Pueblo Guadalupe Pledged to Build Church of Our Lady of Guadalupe circa 1890” from Rio Grande Historical Collection Hobson-Huntsinger University Archives New Mexico State University Library-in Spanish with translation by Mary Taylor 1980. PMT-PFD-V046-D0021.

Van Patten, Eugene [?]
1914......Corporation List. [Typed transcription by unknown party of original list presumably made by Eugene Van Patten]. PMT-PFD-V031-D0027.

Van Patten, Eugene, et. al.
1914......Minutes and Articles of Incorporation-Commissioners of Town of Guadalupe and Corporation of Los Indigenees de Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, and Miscellaneous documents 1914-1920. ACR-PFD-V001-D0347.

V_[illegible]_, Francisco Xavier
1788......“Padron comprehende los Vecinos e Indios que tiene el Pueblo” [1788 Census of El Paso], from University of Texas El Paso Library copy of Cd Juarez Municipal Archives. PMT-PFD-V046-D0005.

10/08/1790......“Padron comprehende los Vecinos e Indios que -- el Pueblo de la Isleta Jurisdiccion del Paso” [1790 Census of Isleta del Sur in Spanish], from University of Texas El Paso Library copy of Cd Juarez Municipal Archives. PMT-PFD-V046-D0006.